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Since 1977

Direct Fit™ brand Repair Parts

New and Improved and very cool!
Adjust-a-Spot Rolling Jack Arm Extensions from SVI
These arm extensions are useful on sliding arm rolling jacks a/k/a rolling bridges to accommodate wider wheelbase 
vehicles, lower profile track or race cars and Tesla EV’s. Designed by SVI, these can be custom made for virtually any 
applicable make of rolling jack or rolling bridge. 
To provide optimum positioning and stability, use of the two Adjust-a-Spot threaded positions allows users more flexibility 
in range. This means whether it is just a few inches of additional reach or up to 8-1/4” a side, a wide range of vehicles 
can easily and safely be lifted. Simply position the arm extensions over the arm using either the front or rear Adjust-a 
Spot sets to achieve the width required and install the two firming screws and tighten snuggly down. Then, add your 
existing adapters to the provided adapter receiving holes and lift your favorite vehicle.
This exclusive SVI product was re-invented and improved 
with some helpful input (a video) from Terry Sellers, an 
automotive enthusiast in Bryans Road, Maryland and 
Chad Marsh a Tesla owner in San Clemente, California 
who both helped us understand the need for the Adjust-
a-Spot flexibility and reducing play or sag. Adjust-a-Spot 
accomplishes two things, one being the flexibility and 
the second being when the firming screws are snugged 
down on the arm, play or sag in the extension is greatly 
reduced or even eliminated. 
When anyone needs solutions for common and not so 
common needs encountered in the automotive lifting 
industry, SVI is always first to be called on and the only 
company to truly offer sound help! Put the SVI I innovative 
spirit to work for you today. SVI is your Answer! 

Designed by SVI,  
Adjust-A-Spot  
can be custom made for 
virtually any applicable 
make of rolling jack or 

rolling bridge. 
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Contact SVI today to order Adjust-A-Spot!
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